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Abstract COVID-19 has emerged as a global crisis with unprecedented socio-
economic challenges, jeopardizing our lives and livelihoods for years to come.
The unavailability of vaccines for COVID-19 has rendered rapid testing of the
population instrumental in order to contain the exponential rise in cases of
infection. Shortage of RT-PCR test kits and delay in obtaining test results
calls for alternative methods of rapid and reliable diagnosis. In this article,
we propose a novel Deep Learning based solution to rapidly classify COVID
-19 patient using chest X-Ray. The proposed solution uses image enhance-
ment, image segmentation and employs a modified stacked ensemble model
consisting of four CNN base-learners along with Naive Bayes as meta-learner
to classify Chest X-Ray into three classes viz. COVID-19, Pneumonia and Nor-
mal. An effective pruning strategy as introduced in the proposed framework
results in increased model performance, generalisability, and decreased model
complexity. We incorporate explainability in our article by using Grad-CAM
visualisation in order to establish trust in the medical AI system. Furthermore,
we evaluate multiple state of the art GAN architectures and their ability to
generate realistic synthetic samples of COVID-19 chest X-Rays to deal with
limited numbers of training samples. The proposed solution significantly out-
performs existing methods, with 98.67% accuracy, 0.98 Kappa score, and F-1
scores of 100, 98, and 98 for COVID-19, Normal, and Pneumonia classes re-
spectively on standard datasets. The proposed solution can be used as one
element of patient evaluation along with gold standard clinical and laboratory
testing.
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1 Introduction

COVID-19 which began from Wuhan, China on Dec 1, 2019, quickly engulfed
the entire globe and became one of the first global pandemics in around 100
years, killing 6,48,000 humans and infecting close to 16.2 million people as on
27th July 2020 [76]. With almost 188 countries getting affected and with an
estimated financial loss of 8.8 trillion USD where the economy is expected to
contract by 5.2 percent, it is pertinent that the world must look for a fast
and effective solution for large scale population testing to find the presence of
SARS-CoV-2 that causes COVID-19 [55].

The basic reproduction number R0, represents the average number of peo-
ple who could be infected by an infected person and this value indicates speed
of disease progression i.e. the transmissibility of the disease. The severity of
COVID-19 can be understood by the fact that the 1918 influenza pandemic
which resulted in 50 Million deaths worldwide had an average R0 of 2.7 whereas
COVID-19 average R0 is 3.28 [74,43]. Fig 1 gives an overview of how the
COVID-19 cases have increased in the last few months.

Fig. 1 Number of COVID-19 cases reported worldwide, as per WHO (21July202). These
numbers are divided according to WHO regions [19].

Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 can happen through direct, indirect and close
contact with infected persons through infected secretions, respiratory secre-
tions or droplets. Airborne transmission of this virus can occur during the
medical procedures that result in the generation of aerosols. Fomite transmis-
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sion may also happen due to touching of surfaces or objects contaminated with
this virus [77]. The ease of transmission of the virus along with the high density
of population in many countries forced nations to shut down industries and
restrict the movement of people. Countries followed WHO guidelines of rigor-
ous tracking, contact tracing, rapid diagnosis and immediate isolation of cases.
These approaches faced roadblocks due to the gradual reopening of economic
activities, which saw social distancing norms getting eased while testing kits
were in short supply. The fact that the incubation period of this novel virus in
an average 5-6 days and can be as long as 14-21 days makes the whole process
of testing more complicated since one can infect many before they themselves
becomes ill [82,41,45,34,3,82,70]. Modelling study by [27] estimates that many
cases are asymptotic and upto 44 % of transmission may have already hap-
pened before the symptoms appear in a person. Thereby, early diagnosis of
COVID-19 is crucial for timely referral of the patients to quarantine, rapid
incubation of serious cases in specialised hospitals and containing the spread
of this disease. [83] have demonstrated that the proportion of nosocomial in-
fection in patients affected with SARS-Cov-2 is 44 % highlighting the need for
testing facilities to be located outside of hospitals. This helps prevent overbur-
dening of hospital resources and reduces the risk of nosocomial transmission
to other patients and healthcare warriors.

The unprecedented nature of COVID-19 presents challenges on multiple
fronts. Widespread accessibility to testing is critical, however, the high cost of
COVID-19 diagnostic tests is a constraint, especially in countries with private
health and testing centres. Currently, reverse transcription polymerase chain
reaction, RT-PCR is the gold standard for COVID-19. Serological testing or
antibody testing has also been used in certain settings though it is fairly unre-
liable. RT-PCR testing is a time-consuming process and is currently available
in limited supply which is leading to lower number of people getting tested
daily [1]. The test may take up to 2 days to produce results [49]. In this dura-
tion, if the resources for isolation of suspected patients are unavailable, they
may spread the virus to others, resulting in the proliferation of the virus.

People are hoping for a vaccine to defeat COVID-19, however traditional
vaccine development pathways take on average over 10 years involving stages
like R&D, pre-clinical stage, clinical trials, regulatory review, manufacturing
and quality control [58]. With the combined might of doctors, scientists and
policymakers, we might reduce the time of development of COVID-19 vaccine,
however, a vaccine that is affordable and accessible to all will still elude us for
quite some time [18].

In light of this, many computer scientists entered into innovative partner-
ships and collaborated with hospitals and doctors to explore other ways of
bringing faster diagnosis of COVID-19. Chest X-Ray is not recommended for
COVID-19 diagnosis and screening however WHO has recommended use of
Chest radiographs in case RT-PCR is not available or results are delayed [78].
Chest X-Rays are less-resource intensive and is associated with lower radi-
ation dose which helps to repeat the test sequentially for monitoring disease
progression. The fact that portable devices can be used at the point of care can
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help minimise the risk of infection while travelling for getting tested. Patients
with high risk of disease progression and associated comorbidities can greatly
benefit from this one element of patient evaluation before the final result of
RT -PCR is available to the doctors. The triage, allocation and reallocation
of medical resources can be greatly helped by an early warning system which
can be achieved through X-Ray imaging. It is important to reiterate that chest
radiography is not an alternative to clinical testing but an element of patient
evaluation which must be corroborated by further tests.

In the last few years, deep learning has grown exponentially and in the
medical imaging world, the potential of automated disease discovery frame-
work has been highlighted by many scientists [36,56,12,42,21,66]. Considering
the success and potential promise of AI and deep learning in the medical imag-
ing field, many computer scientists are exploring the possibility of automatic
detection of COVID-19 using chest X-Rays. However, any deep learning based
solution needs sufficient training data to produce generalisable results. The
research community has therefore been pooling a lot of data to further en-
hance the knowledge bank. Motivated from the recent progress made by the
scientific community, we propose to explore the use of chest X-Rays for de-
tection of COVID-19 in this article. It is understood that in any automated
disease discovery framework, it is pertinent to have quality images to train
the model. We propose to preprocess the image by using noise attenuation,
contrast enhancement along with using image transformation methods. To re-
move unwanted annotations, image segmentation has been employed in this
work. Generative adversarial networks have been used to create some realistic
artificial images to deal with the need for large training data samples. One of
the main challenges in the effective use of any deep learning based solution
in the medical context is the black box nature of such models due to which
medical practitioners do not completely understand the logic of a particular
machine prediction. To create trust in the medical fraternity, we propose to
use an explainable AI technique called Grad-CAM in this article [64].

The main contributions of this paper are :

– Employing preprocessing and segmentation techniques for Chest X-Rays
enhancement which results in a 6% increase in overall accuracy as compared
to the original dataset.

– Evaluation of multiple hypotheses and proposal of an incremental frame-
work to select optimal settings for training deep learning networks detect-
ing COVID-19 cases using chest X-Rays. These hypotheses include weight
initialization, training class distribution, preprocessing, segmentation and
ensemble learning.

– A novel pruned meta learning algorithm and framework is proposed ad-
dressing the issues of generalisability and model complexity using multiple
CNNs as base-learners.

– Qualitatively evaluating the effectiveness of multiple state of the art GAN
architectures, and their ability to generate realistic artificial samples for
COVID-19 chest X-Rays.
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– Explainability is built into the proposed model in the form of Grad-CAM
visualization to build the confidence and trust of the medical community
in using such models.

The article has been organised as given. Section 2 gives a basic introduc-
tion to related work in this domain. Section 3 which is named as Materials
and Methods has been divided into multiple subsections. Subsection 3.1 de-
scribes the data sets used for training validation and testing whereas subsection
3.2 gives a detailed description of the proposed pipeline including image pre-
processing, segmentation and pruned ensemble learning method using CNNs.
Section 4 is about experimentation and includes detailed experimentation and
results along with appropriate visualizations and implementational details.
Section 5 gives a brief overview of the results along with a short and crisp
conclusion.

2 Related Works

Due to the unexpected rise of coronavirus, there exists a humongous bridge
between the existing and the required medical infrastructure, with shortages
of essential equipments like PPE kits and lack of qualified doctors and nurses
[61]. Over the years, the usage of deep learning methodologies in the medical
domain has grown immensely. Evaluation of images by a human expert is
tedious, expensive, time-consuming, impractical in many large setting, and
introduces inter-observer variability. This has necessitated increased usage of
deep learning methods to gain the statistical power for drawing conclusions
across a whole patient population bereft of aforementioned modalities. The
development of appropriate algorithms has therefore become a major research
focus in medical AI with the potential to deliver objective, reproducible, and
scalable approaches to medical imaging tasks. A plethora of computer aided
diagnostic systems have come up over the past few years, especially in the
detection of multiple chest pathologies using chest X-Rays. These work are
centred on using convolutional neural networks around the detection of many
diseases such as Pneumonia, Right Pleural Effusion, Cariomegaly, Abnormal
Mediastinum, Pulmonary Edema, Tuberculosis, etc [32,60,5,6,30].

Chest radiography can potentially be the first-line imaging modality used
for patients with suspected COVID-19 [80]. Chest radiography is a fast and
relatively inexpensive imaging modality which is available in many resource-
constrained healthcare settings. However, one of the biggest bottlenecks faced
is the need for expert radiologists to interpret the radiography images, which
may not be available in every setting. Research studies have proven that
COVID-19 causes abnormalities that are visible in the chest X-Rays and CT
images, in the form of ground-glass opacities [38,37]. The existence of X-Ray
laboratories across the globe coupled with reliable imaging methodologies can
potentially ease the pressure of the front-line COVID-19 warriors. [2] evaluated
the performance of state-of-the-art convolutional neural networks including
MobileNet V2, VGG-19, Inception, Xception and Inception ResNet V2. The
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work by [72] proposes a SqueezeNet based architecture tuned for the COVID-
19 diagnosis with Bayes optimization along with the validation phase. [75] have
proposed a Deep Convolutional Neural Network design named COVID-Net
using a lightweight residual projection-expansion projection-extension design
pattern. The work by [54] proposes a patch-based convolutional neural network
approach with a relatively small number of trainable parameters along with
statistical analysis of the potential imaging biomarkers of the chest X-Rays.

Many recent studies have thus highlighted the significance of deep learn-
ing for detection of patients with COVID-19 using chest X-Rays. Majority
of these studies have focused on proposing new deep learning architectures
and exploring the feasibility of existing architectures for COVID-19 detection.
The proposed framework in this paper explores various hypotheses testings to
justify decisions taken during model training. This study also aims to reduce
computational cost and modelling complexity while simultaneously improv-
ing model efficiency through the implementation of U-Net based segmentation
and a proposed pruned ensemble framework. This research also addresses the
issue of explanability by means of Grad-CAM visualization. The usefulness of
GANs for the task of image augmentation is suitably explored to Improve the
model performance.

3 Materials and Methods

3.1 Dataset

Multiple datasets are used in this study for the purpose of classification, seg-
mentation and weight initialization.

Classification: The datasets used for classification are constructed by using
the following open data sources provided in table 1. Several image data repos-
itories have been leveraged in order to gather publicly available COVID-19
Chest X-Ray images. Normal and Pneumonia Samples have been extracted
from the open source NIH Chest X-Ray Dataset used in the RSNA Pneumo-
nia Detection Challenge on Kaggle. Due to overlap of images in the publically
available COVID-19 dataset collections, we provide the number of unique sam-
ples in each class of these datasets.

Class Sources Samples

COVID-19

COVID-19 image data collection[17] 422
Figure 1 COVID-19 Chest X-Rays[14] 35
Actualmed COVID-19 Chest X-Rays[13] 58
COVID-19 Radiography Database [69] 58

Pneumonia RSNA Pneumonia Detection Challenge[63] 6041
Normal RSNA Pneumonia Detection Challenge[63] 8851

Table 1 All datasets used for the task of COVID-19 classification.

Unbalanced data is a common problem in the image classification task
wherein some classes have fewer samples as compared to others. This issue has
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Dataset Class Train Validation Test Description

COVID-19 473 50 50
A Normal 473 50 50 Balanced (Downsampled)

Pneumonia 473 50 50
COVID-19 1419 50 50

B Normal 1419 50 50 Balanced (Upsampled)
Pneumonia 1419 50 50
COVID-19 473 50 50

C Normal 1500 50 50 Imbalanced
Pneumonia 1500 50 50

Table 2 Dataset splits used for classification task in this study.

the potential to make deep CNNs profoundly biased against the less frequent
class [35]. In this study, we evaluate the effectiveness of class distribution
and thereby create the following dataset splits: as shown in table 2. Set A
dataset split has balanced distribution of all training classes by undersampling
Pneumonia and Normal class [81], In dataset B we upsample the COVID-19
class using Random rotation of 25%, Horizontal flipping and Gaussian Blur
[23]. Set C is imbalanced and we use class weighting to train the network
wherein we assign weights of respective proportions conditioned on the initial
class sizes while training [39]. For all datasets, the split is patient-based and
samples of patients in the test and validation set have no overlap with the
training set at any stage of the study. Each test and validation sample is
corresponding to a unique patient.

Segmentation:In order to train the segmentation architecture, we use the
the Shenzhen and Montgomery County datasets consisting of 662 and 138
chest X-Ray samples respectively. Both the datasets include manifestation of
Tuberculosis and normal cases along with their respective masks [31].

Weight Initialization: In order to test the effect of weight initialization, we
use the CheXpert dataset [29]. Chexpert is a large public dataset for chest
radiograph interpretation, consisting of 224,316 chest radiographs of 65,240
patients. We use this dataset to train base learners, and use the trained weights
as initial weights for the classification task.

3.2 Proposed Framework

In this study, we evaluate multiple research hypotheses to find optimal model
parameters and training methodologies for COVID-19 classification from chest
X-Ray samples using deep learning models. The proposed paradigm consists
of preprocessing, segmentation, and pruned ensemble learning technique as
shown in Fig.2. Detailed explanations for each part is provided in the following
subsections.

3.2.1 Deep Convolutional Neural Networks

With the advent of Convolutional Neural Networks, deep learning has been
able to effectively outperform existing methodologies for tasks such as seg-
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Fig. 2 Graphical Abstract: The proposed pipeline works as follows: The input images (chest
X-Rays) are passed through preprocessing stage followed by segmentation. These images are
then fed simultaneously into multiple base learners to generate class probabilities which are
then passed into the meta learner to predict final class labels belonging to one of three
classes: COVID-19 (C), Normal (N) and Pneumonia (P).

mentation and classification [62,44,68,40]. For most medical imaging tasks,
Convolutional Neural Networks are currently state of the art, inspiring us to
investigate the efficacy of these for COVID-19 detection using chest X-Rays
[16,52,15,25].

Thanks to the excellent efficiency of CNN architectures in medical imaging
activities, we use the following state of the art standard architectures as base-
line for the proposed pipeline: VGG-19, VGG-16, ResNet-50, DenseNet-161
and DenseNet-169 [65,26,28]. The baseline models are truncated at the last
fully-connected layer and the following layers have been added as the new head
to each of the baseline models: (i) Average Pooling with 7 × 7 Pool size, (ii)
Flatten Layer, (iii) Dense Layer with 128 hidden units and reLU activation
(iv) Dropout layer with 0.5 dropout ratio, and (v) Dense Layer with 3 hidden
units and Softmax Activation. The input image size for all base learners is
224× 224.

A common drawback of these standard architectures is their tendency to
over fit the training set. In order to address this drawback we employ a dropout
of 0.5 and L-2 Regularization of 1e − 3. Stochastic Gradient Descent, SGD
optimizer has been used with initial learning rate of 1e− 4, and a momentum
of 0.95. The Categorical Cross Entropy loss function is used for training the
baseline models, which is widely used for multi-class classification tasks [20] :

Loss = −

N
∑

i=1

yi · log ŷi (1)

here ŷi is the i-th scalar value in the model output, yi is the corresponding
target value, and N is the number of scalar values in the model output.

Adaptive learning rate has been used for SGD Optimizer using a learning
rate scheduler which reduces the learning rate to half if the validation accuracy
does not improve for 10 Epoch. Grid search builds a model for every combina-
tion of hyperparameters specified and evaluates each model accordingly. Grid
search has thus, been used to optimize the following hyperparameters: (i) Ini-
tial learning rate of optimizer, (ii) Momentum of the Optimizer (iii) Dropout
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Ratio, and (iv) L-2 Regularization. The search ranges were [1e − 15, 1e − 1],
[0.85, 0.99], [0.1, 0.8], and [1e− 10, 1e− 3] respectively. Model checkpoints has
been used to save the best weights of the models which were further used in
the pipeline.

3.2.2 Image Preprocessing

Visual analysis of the dataset showed that a majority of the chest X-Rays are
either over-exposed or under-exposed and noisy at the time of capture, which
can severely impact a clear understanding of the medical problem it depicts.
Consequently, there is a compelling need for preliminary image enhancement
techniques such as Histogram Equalisation for contrast correction and image
filtering methods for denoising. Moreover, multiple studies prove that image
preprocessing is significant in standardizing the dataset and thereby resulting
in superior performance [7,33].

The first step in the proposed preprocessing pipeline includes a variant
of histogram equalisation referred to as CLAHE, Contrast Limited Adaptive
Histogram Equalisation, which is frequently used to enhance different types of
medical images [57]. This technique effectively spreads out the most frequent
intensity values in the images. The more common Histogram Equalisation
technique considers the global contrast of the image which can sometimes
lead to a loss of information due to over-brightness [67]. CLAHE acts as an
alternative which divides the image into smaller blocks called ‘tiles’ and each
of these tiles are histogram equalised to confine the spread of intensity values
to that particular region using the general histogram equalization formula:

h(v) = round

(

CDF (v)− CDFmin

(M ×N)− CDFmin

× (L− 1)

)

(2)

here CDFmin is the minimum non-zero value of the cumulative distribution
function of the pixel intensities, M×N gives the chosen tile’s number of pixels
where, M denotes the width and N denotes the height. L is the number of
grey levels which is set to 256 in this study. However, there is a possibility of
noise being confined in a small area that could get amplified. To prevent this,
contrast limiting is applied. If any histogram bin is above the specified contrast
limit, those pixels are clipped and distributed uniformly to other bins. The
clipLimit threshold for contrast limiting is tested for different values during
experimentation and has been emperically set at 2.0 owing to its improved
performance as observed through manual inspection of sample images. Post
equalization, bilinear interpolation is applied to remove possible artifacts at
the tile borders. Fig.3 suitably demonstrates the impact of CLAHE by showing
the constrast using COVID-19 sample.

To prepare images for further processing such as segmentation and classifi-
cation, certain image denoising filters capable of removing significant amount
of noise are desirable. We have thus, applied a more advanced and dynamic im-
age filtering technique called NLMD, Non-Local Means Denoising. This tech-
nique can potentially result in much greater post-filtering clarity and lower
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Fig. 3 Sample images of COVID-19 pre and post CLAHE along with histogram.

loss of information in the image compared with local mean algorithms [10,9,
8].

Noise is largely treated as a random variable with zero mean. Thus a noisy
pixel is represented as p = p0+η where p0 is the true value of pixel and η is iid
zero means gaussian noise with unknown variance, η ∼ N (0,σ2). Averaging of
similar pixel from different images should give p = p0 which is the true value
of the pixel. But, there is sometimes only one noisy image, and no more of
its kind. Therefore, instead of seeking similar pixels from different images, we
consider a small window in the image and use a fixed sliding window across
the image to look for similar patches in the same picture. It is highly probable
that a similar patch is found in a small neighbourhood around it. So, we
take a pixel and a small window, scan the image for similar windows, average
all the windows and substitute the normal pixel with the average. Although,
it consumes more time than other blurring techniques, its results are very
promising as verified through manual inspection of image samples [4]. This
non-local means filter is characterized by the following function [10]:

NLu(p) =
1

C(p)

∫

f(d(B(p), B(q))u(q)dq (3)

here, d(B(p), B(q)) is an Euclidean distance between image patches cen-
tered respectively at p and q, f is a decreasing function and C(p) is the nor-
malizing factor.

The parameters involved in the NLMD method include templateWindow-
Size, defined as the size in pixels of the template patch that is used to compute
weights, searchWindowSize, defined as the size in pixels of the window that
is used to compute weighted average for a given pixel and h, regulates the
filter strength having a tradeoff between removal of noise and image detail.
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The best fitting parameters have been empirically found to be templateWin-
dowSize=7, searchWindowSize=21 and h=7 post experimenting with different
settings and from manual inspection of image samples. The original Image and
the enhanced Image for each class are shown in Fig. 4.

3.2.3 Image Segmentation

Image segmentation has been used extensively in multiple medical imaging
tasks, and has two-fold benefit of superior model performance and reduced
computational cost [16,11]. In this study, the dataset used for training has
been derived from various data sources as mentioned in section 3.1, forming
three classes viz ‘COVID-19’, ‘normal’, ‘pneumonia’.

Qualitative exploration of data reveals that the image widths and heights
across these classes are not equal and these differences lead to wide and asym-
metric distribution of image areas. Moreover, there are multiple instances of
possible erroneous visual indicators outside the region of interest, ROI such as
markings and annotations on the chest X-Rays. Thus, it is essential to select
relevant image area, in this case the left and right lung areas as ROI which
contain vital information for diagnosis. Detection of ROI reduces the required
computational cost by extracting the features from a smaller part of the im-
age. To capture the ROI by excluding insignificant regions of the image, we
have deployed a U-Net architecture, which has consistently shown promising
results in biomedical image segmentation tasks [62].

A brief overview of U-Net architecture is described to give insight to the
reader. U-Net architecture consists of a contracting path and an expansive
path. The contracting path consists of the repeated application of two 3 × 3
unpadded convolutions, each followed by a rectified linear unit (ReLU) and
a 2 × 2 max pooling operation with stride 2 for downsampling. At each step
during downsampling, the number of feature channels is multiplied by 2. Each
step in the expansive path involves upsampling of the feature map followed by
a 2× 2 convolution that halves the number of feature channels, a concatena-
tion with the correspondingly cropped feature map from the contracting path,
and two 3 × 3 convolutions, each followed by a ReLU. In the final layer, a
1 × 1 convolution is used to map every 64-component feature vector to the
desired number of classes which, in this case is 3. The network consists of 23
convolutional layers in total.

In order to train the U-Net architecture, we use the segmentation dataset
mentioned in section 3.1. The lung segmentation masks were dilated to load
lung boundary information within the training net and the images were re-
sized to 512× 512 pixels. The input images and their respective segmentation
maps were used to train the network with Binary Cross Entropy loss function
optimised using Adam optimiser with learning rate of 0.001 and with Pixel
Accuracy as the reporting metric that returns the percent of pixel rightly
classified in the image as belonging to the binary mask:

PixelAccuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN

(4)
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Fig. 4 Sample images of COVID-19, Normal and Pneumonia classes at various stages
through the proposed pipeline.

where, TP represents the number of pixels correctly predicted as belonging to
a given class. TN represents the number of pixels correctly identified as not
belonging to a given class. FP and FN represent the false positive and false
negative pixel predictions respectively.

The trained U-Net is then used to generate masks for the dataset. On
visual assessment, the masks acquired for COVID-19 class were not found to
incorporate the lung region. In order to improve the quality of masks obtained
for COVID-19, we manually segmented 200 samples of COVID-19 from the
training set and fine tuned the above mentioned model using these 200 samples.
The ROIs extracted using the above-mentioned segmentation techniques are
displayed in Fig 4.
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3.2.4 Pruned Ensemble Learning

In tasks involving classification of medical images and in particular COVID
-19 cases where new data sets are emerging on a daily basis, it is of paramount
importance that the models not only perform robustly on new data sets but
also on extreme cases of noise and outliers. The variance of a single CNN
classifier during prediction is usually too high resulting in poor generalisability
to real world applications where type classification of images leads to sensitive
decision making, such as selecting the course of care for the patient. To address
this shortcoming, a combination of learners can be employed to help lower the
variance and improve generalisability. The accuracy of predictions made by
a set of base learners is often better than a single best learner [24]. In this
work, the term ’base-learner’ refers to a single deep CNN learner used in the
ensemble.

One of the commonly used ensemble techniques is Model Averaging in
which different base-learners contribute equally to the combined prediction by
directly averaging the base learner’s output score or predicted probability. The
predicted probability is obtained using softmax function which noramalises the
output scores into a probability distribution:

pij = softmax (−→si ) [j] =
−→si [j]

∑K

k=1 e
si[k]

(5)

where, vector −→si is the output from the last layer of the neural network for
ith unit, si [k] is the score corresponding to kth class/label, and pij is the
predicted probability for unit i in class j.

Model averaging ensembles are constrained due to equal contribution from
each base learner so one can employ an alternate method to allow unequal con-
tribution depending on confidence or performance of the specific base learn-
ers. We are thereby training a completely separate model, known as the meta-
learner, to learn how best to incorporate each prediction made by base learners
into the final combined prediction.

The meta-learner hypothesis function takes predictions made by the base-
models as input and learns to combine them to make a more accurate, robust
output prediction. This is referred to as the Stacked Generalisation ensemble
technique and can result in improved predictive performance than any individ-
ual base-learner [71,79]. In this study, we propose a modified stacked generali-
sation procedure incorporating a pruning method for the selection of optimum
base-learners. We have used the prediction of class probabilities from outputs
of base-learners as input to the meta-learner instead of class labels where the
class probabilities serve as the confidence measure for the predictions made.
In this study, we deploy the following meta-learners: (i) Support Vector Ma-
chines, (ii) Random Forests, (iii) Neural Network, (iv) XGBoost, and (v) Naive
Bayes.

The proposed algorithm requires a set of base-learners B, and a set of meta-
learners M as declared in algorithm 1. The initial step of the algorithm requires
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Algorithm 1 Proposed Framework
1: procedure MetaTrain(trainbase, trainmeta, test)
2: for bi ∈ B do

3: Train bi using trainbase

4: Use bi to generate output score Ci on trainmeta

5: Push Ci to S

6: for mi ∈M do

7: Train mi using S as input
8: ACCmi

← Evaluate mi on test
9: if ACCbest < ACCmi

10: ACCbest ← ACCmi

11: METAbest ← mi

12: return METAbest

13: procedure MetaPrune(METAbest, test)
14: Initialize empty stack A
15: for bi ∈ B do

16: Train Metabest using S - Ci as input
17: ACCbi

← Evaluate Metabest on test
18: Push ACCbi

to A

19: Removebi ← argmax
bi

A

20: if ACCbest <= ACCRemovebi

21: ACCbest ← ACCRemovebi

22: return Bestbi
23: else

24: return null
25: procedure Main()
26: B: Set of all base-learners
27: M: Set of all meta-learners
28: Initialize Stack S, METAbest = null,

ACCbest = 0, Baseremove = 0, C0=0
29: METAbest ← METATRAIN(trainbase, trainmeta, test)
30: while Baseremove 6= null do
31: Baseremove ← METAPRUNE(METAbest, test)
32: Update B ← B - Baseremove, S - CBaseremove

training of all base-learners bi as mentioned in section 3.2.1 on trainbase which
is the training set. By freezing the base-learner weight updates, these mod-
els then use the hold-out set trainmeta as input to predict class scores Ci.
These class scores Ci are then pushed onto the stack S at each iteration. Post
training of all base-learners and generation of stack S, each meta-learner mi

belonging to the set of all meta-learners M is trained using the stack S as
input to make the final output label predictions. The meta learner uses the
set of predictions from base-learners and conditionally weighs each prediction,
potentially resulting in better performance [71]. The meta-learner models are
thus effectively trained on this holdout set trainmeta to avoid overfitting. We
now evaluate each meta-learner on the test set, and choose the meta-learner
METAbest with the best performing metric, in this case accuracy ACCbest.

Another important challenge to consider is the selection of the base-learners
amongst all suitable learners. After finalizing the meta-learner METAbest and
starting with all the N base-learners, we use a pruning approach as shown algo-
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rithm 1 to remove redundant base-learners resulting in increased model per-
formance, generalisability, and decreased model complexity. We first iterate
through the set of base-learners bi, by removing the class scores Ci corre-
sponding to bi from the stack S. We then evaluate the performance of the
meta-learner on the test data using the updated stack S and push the ob-
tained accuracy to stack A. Argmax function is used to obtain the model
Removebi , whose removal corresponds to the best performance. If the removal
of Removebi leads to similar or better performance, we update the best ac-
curacy ACCbest and subsequently remove the base-learner from the set of all
base-learners B. In case of identical performance between more than one base-
learner, we break the tie by removing the base-learner with a higher model
complexity to ensure faster model deployment. At the end of each removal
cycle, if removing any particular base-learner results in a similar or better
performance, we repeat this process again on the updated set B now without
the redundant base-learner. This is repeated until the outer while loop returns
a ’null’ value, signifying that the removal of any more base-learners will not
result in improved performance. Thus, we are able to prune the set of all base-
learners to the selected few for better generalisability and also lower ensemble
model complexity for faster real-time model deployment.

3.2.5 Generative Adversarial Networks

In the medical AI domain, especially in the case of COVID-19, lack of suf-
ficient imaging data is a fundamental problem. Supervised deep Learning is
currently the state of the art in many computer vision and medical image
analysis tasks, but its success is heavily dependent on large-scale availability
of labeled training data. Acquisition and labelling of medical image data is
tedious, time-consuming, costly and subject to many regulations. The scarcity
of data and imbalanced classes are thus inherent. GANs can generate realistic-
looking images from a latent distribution that follows the real data distribution
and help balance the dataset for improved performance. In this study, we eval-
uate the feasibility of state of the art GAN architectures in generating realistic
chest X-Ray samples for COVID-19.

As shown in Fig 5, the GAN training strategy is to define a game between
two competing networks. The generator network maps a source of noise to the
input space. The discriminator network receives either a generated sample or
a true data sample and must distinguish between the two. The generator is
trained to deceive the discriminator. Formally, the game between the generator
G and the discriminator D is the minimax objective:

min
G

max
D

E
x∼Pr

[log(D(x))] + E
x̃∼Pg

[log(1−D(x̃))] (6)

where Pr is the data distribution and Pg is the model distribution implicitly
defined by x̃ = G(z), z ∼ p(z). The input z to the generator is sampled from
some simple noise distribution p, such as the uniform distribution or a spherical
Gaussian distribution.
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Fig. 5 General GAN Architecture. The real images and synthetic images generated using
the Generator and fed into the discriminator. Using the WGAN-GP loss function backprop-
agation is done to improve both the networks.

3.2.6 Visualization

The lack of tools to understand the behaviour of black-box models affects
the use of deep learning in medical imaging scenario where explainability and
reliability are the key elements for establishing trust amongst the clinicians
and patients.

The probability of the chest X-Ray classification model gathering distin-
guishing characteristics from outside the lung area is high due to the complex
nature of the model and low generalizability of certain models [46]. It is also
possible for deep learning models to identify biologically novel patterns by un-
derstanding underlying features possibly overlooked during diagnosis. These
insights will only be available, however, if the model can be interpreted, and
the examiner can understand the pattern used by the model to make its pre-
dictions. We are really not going to trust a forecast if we don’t understand
why it was made [51].

We deploy gradient-weighted class activation mapping known as Grad-
CAM that is class-discriminatory and locates relevant regions of image. It is
a gradient-based visualization method which calculates the scores in a trained
model for a given image category using the feature maps of the deepest convo-
lutional layer [64]. The gradients that are flowing backward are pooled globally
to measure the importance of the weights in the decision-making process. This
can be applied to off-the-shelf CNN-based architectures without any modifi-
cations in the standard network architecture.

4 Experimentation and Results

4.1 Evaluation Metrics

Based on classifying images into three separate groups, viz. COVID-19, Pneu-
monia and Normal, the issue of multi-class classification poses a huge chal-
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lenge compared to a binary classification task due to the increased complexity
of models. In addition , this study tests the classification model’s ability to
distinguish between COVID-19 and Pneumonia which have similar imaging
modalities. We deploy the following metrics to evaluate the proposed question
of multi-class classification.

4.1.1 Overall Accuracy (OA)

Overall Accuracy is a metric for evaluating classification models [50]. Infor-
mally, overall accuracy is the fraction of predictions the model gets right.
Formally, it is defined as:

OA =
(Tp + Tn)

(Tp + Tn + Fp + Fn)
(7)

where, TP represents the number of samples correctly predicted as belonging
to a given class. TN represents the number of samples correctly identified as
not belonging to a given class. FP and FN represent the false positive and
false negative sample predictions respectively.

4.1.2 Precision (P)

Precision refers to the proportion of correct positive identifications to all posi-
tive identifications [73]. A low precision will correspond to high false positives
and would result in unwanted burden on the health care systems, catering to
patients incorrectly classified as having a particular pathology. Precision lies
between [0,1] and is defined as:

P =
Tp

Tp + Fp

(8)

4.1.3 Recall (R)

Recall is defined as the number of true positives (Tp) over the number of true
positives plus the number of false negatives (Fp) [73]. Recall takes into account
the false negative rate which is of utmost significance in medical tasks. Thus,
a lower recall rate would result in incorrect diagnosis and course of treatment
for the patients. The precision values obtained are between [0,1] and is defined
as:

R =
Tp

Tp + Fn

(9)
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4.1.4 F1-Score (F1)

F1- Score is defined as the harmonic mean of precision and recall [84]. For
classification tasks where both precision and recall are of high significance
as in this study focusing on the detection of COVID-19, F1-Score should be
maximised. The values obtained are between [0,1] with 1 being the highest.

F1 = 2

(

P ×R

P +R

)

(10)

4.1.5 Kappa Score (κ)

Kappa score, also known as Cohen’s kappa is a statistic that measures inter-
annotator agreement [48]. It is defined as:

κ =
(po − pe)

(1− pe)
(11)

where po is the empirical probability of agreement on the label assigned to
any sample, and pe is the expected agreement when both annotators assign
labels randomly. pe is estimated using a per-annotator empirical prior over the
class labels.

4.2 Hypothesis 1: Base Models

In the initial round of experiments, we train the following base models: VGG–
16, VGG–19, ResNet-50, DenseNet-121 and DenseNet-169 as shown in table 3.
The architectural and training specifications of all models has been specified
in section 3.2.1. These models have been evaluated on test-split of dataset
A. Post evaluation, VGG-19 emerges as the best performing model with an
overall accuracy of 89.34 and a Kappa score of 0.84. We fix the base model as
VGG-19 for further hypothesis testing.

4.3 Hypothesis 2: Training Approach

In the field of Deep Learning, common training approaches include training the
entire network and training the top few layers of the network. We evaluate the
effectiveness of both these training approaches using the VGG–19 architecture
using the test-split of the dataset A. It is evident from table 4 that training the
entire network outperforms training the custom head. Hence, we fix the entire
network training approach for all successive stages of hypothesis testing.
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CNN

Model
Accuracy Kappa Score Precision Recall F-1 Score

Densenet169 82.667 0.74
C 64 100 78.04878049
N 94 71.21 81.03310938
P 90 86.53 88.2308956

Densenet121 84 0.76
C 64 96.97 77.10852954
N 96 72.72 82.75391181
P 92 90.19 91.08600911

ResNet50 79.34 0.69
C 52 100 68.42105263
N 92 68.65 78.62807345
P 94 82.45 87.84698215

Vgg19 89.34 0.84
C 82 97.61 89.12666333
N 94 81.03 87.03445124
P 92 92 92

Vgg16 84 0.76
C 64 96.97 77.10852954
N 94 74.6 83.18386714
P 94 87.03 90.38082086

Table 3 Performance metrics of base learners where C,N and P are COVID-19, Normal
and Pneumonia respectively.

Training

Method
Accuracy Kappa Score Precision Recall F-1 Score

Entire 89.34 0.84
C 82 97.61 89.12666333
N 94 81.03 87.03445124
P 92 92 92

TopHead 70 0.55
C 48 75 58.53658537
N 92 59.74 72.44075392
P 70 85.37 76.92476025

Table 4 Performance metrics of VGG–19 using different training techniques, where C,N
and P are COVID-19, Normal and Pneumonia respectively. Here TopHead refers to training
just the custom head, and entire refers to training the entire network.

4.4 Hypothesis 3: Weight Initialization

An important hyper parameter tuning required during deep neural networks
training is at the weight initialization stage. In these experiments, we train
the entire VGG–19 architecture and evaluate the effect of the following three
weight initialization methods: (1) ImageNet - Pretrained ImageNet Weights,
(2) CheXpert - VGG-19 pre-trained on CheXpert dataset for 100 epochs, and
(3) Random initial weights. Table 5 highlights the superior results of ImageNet
weight initialization, we thus, use it for all successive stages of hypothesis
testing.

4.5 Hypothesis 4: Class Distribution

Post evaluation of previous hypotheses, we have trained all layers of VGG–19
architecture initialized with ImageNet weights on three datasets with varying
training class distributions as mentioned in section 3.1.
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Weight

Initialization
Accuracy Kappa Score Precision Recall F-1 Score

Image Net 89.34 0.84
C 82 97.61 89.12666333
N 94 81.03 87.03445124
P 92 92 92

Chexpert 84 0.76
C 68 97.14 79.99903113
N 92 76.67 83.63834707
P 92 83.63 87.61555543

Random 70 0.55
C 50 69.45 58.14148179
N 82 57.74 67.76413339
P 78 90.69 83.86768629

Table 5 Performance metrics of entirely trained VGG–19 using different weight initializa-
tion, where C,N and P are COVID-19.

Dataset Accuracy Kappa Score Precision Recall F-1 Score

A 89.34 0.84 C 82 97.61 89.12666333
N 94 81.03 87.03445124
P 92 92 92

B 86 0.79 C 74 97.36 84.08776844
N 94 79.66 86.2379362
P 90 84.9 87.37564322

C 74.67 0.62 C 32 100 48.48484848
N 100 63.29 77.51852532
P 92 83.63 87.61555543

Table 6 Performance metrics of entirely trained VGG–19 using ImageNet weights using
different training set distributions, where C,N and P are COVID-19, Normal and Pneumonia
respectively.

The dataset split as mentioned in table 2 use the original images without
preprocessing or segmentation to help decide which training split provides
superior performance. The results obtained from the hypothesis experiments
are provided in table 6 which clearly indicate that upsampling and unbalanced
training sets do not improve model improve performance on the hold-out test
set. As a consequence, downsampled balanced class distribution, Dataset A,
is used for further hypothesis testing.

4.6 Hypothesis 5: Preprocessing and Segmentation

We have used the same VGG–19 architecture with the configuration resulting
from previous hypothesis testing to now evaluate the effect of preprocessing
and segmentation in the model performance. For this purpose, we have cre-
ated four different versions of the train and test sets to distinguish and study
the effects of preprocessing and segmentation separately. The four versions of
the aforementioned dataset are referred in table 8. Observing the results in
table 7, it is now evident that both preprocessing and segmentation individu-
ally result in superior model performance, and the model performs best with
the effect of both preprocessing and segmentation together which falls in line
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with the expectated results. For further hypothesis testing, we have used the
Preprocessed and Segmented dataset for evaluation.

Input Type Accuracy Kappa Score Precision Recall F-1 Score

Preprocessed 94.67 0.92 C 90 100 94.73684211
N 98 90.74 94.23036982
P 96 94.11 95.04560518

Segmented 94.67 0.92 C 100 98.03 99.00520123
N 94 92.15 93.06580714
P 90 93.75 91.83673469

Both 95.34 0.93 C 100 98.03 99.00520123
N 94 92.15 93.06580714
P 92 95.83 93.87595166

Raw 89.34 0.84 C 82 97.61 89.12666333
N 94 81.03 87.03445124
P 92 92 92

Table 7 Performance metrics obtained using the preprocessing and segmentation technique
proposed in the study, where C,N and P are COVID-19, Normal and Pneumonia respectively.

Dataset Preprocessing Segmentation

Raw X X

Preprocessed X X

Segmented X X

Both X X

Table 8 Enhancement techniques used for hypothesis 5.

4.7 Hypothesis 6: Proposed Pruned Ensemble Learning

The ensemble learning set-up requires choosing an optimum meta-learner hy-
pothesis function to best combine the predictions made by the base learners
as discussed in section 3.2.4. To evaluate the performance of various meta-
learner algorithms, we have deployed all base learners, i.e VGG-19, VGG-16,
DenseNet-121, DenseNet-169 and ResNet-50 retrained using the best obtained
training methods as shown in table 9, and then iteratively used various meta-
learners to evaluate their performance. It is clear from the table 10 that Naive
Bayes outperformed all other Hypothesis functions with a high overall accu-
racy of 98 and a Kappa score of 0.97. The precision and recall for each class
as summarised in table 10 reveal that Naive Bayes hypothesis function as a
meta-learner offers a high degree of generalisability. A model hyperparameter
is a characteristic of a model that is external to the model and whose value
cannot be estimated from data. We have used grid search to perform hyper-
parameter tuning to finalise the optimum hyperparameters for all Hypothesis
functions before evaluating them as a meta-learner in the ensemble set-up.
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CNN

Model
Accuracy Kappa Score Precision Recall F-1 Score

Densenet169 93.34 0.9
C 100 100 100
N 86 93.47 89.57953976
P 94 87.03 90.38082086

Densenet121 96 0.94
C 100 98.03 99.00520123
N 94 94 94
P 94 95.91 94.94539519

ResNet50 96 0.94
C 100 98.03 99.00520123
N 96 94.11 95.04560518
P 92 95.83 93.87595166

Vgg19 94.67 0.92
C 100 100 100
N 96 88.89 92.30829142
P 88 95.65 91.66566839

Vgg16 95.34 0.93
C 100 98.03 99.00520123
N 94 92.15 93.06580714
P 92 95.83 93.87595166

Table 9 Performance metrics of base-learners retrained with best model obtained ob-
tained through hypotheses 1-5 where C,N and P are COVID-19, Normal and Pneumonia
respectively.

Meta

Learner
Accuracy Kappa Score Precision Recall F-1 Score

SVC 96.67 0.95 C 100 100 100
N 94 95.91 94.94539519
P 96 94.11 95.04560518

RF 95.34 0.93 C 100 100 100
N 92 93.87 92.92559316
P 94 92.15 93.06580714

Neural Net 97.34 0.96 C 100 100 100
N 96 96 96
P 96 96 96

XGBoost 94 0.91 C 100 100 100
N 94 88.67 91.25723983
P 88 93.61 90.71835251

Naive Bayes 98 0.97 C 100 100 100
N 96 97.95 96.96519722
P 98 96.07 97.02540321

Pruned Naive 98.67 0.98 C 100 100 100
N 98 98 98
P 98 98 98

Table 10 Performance metrics of different meta-learners obtained when using all base
models, where C,N and P are COVID-19, Normal and Pneumonia respectively.

The various hyperparameters used in the grid search for this hypothesis are:
learning rate for XGBoost algorithm; kernel type, gamma for Support Vector
Machines; regularisation parameter ‘C’ for Logistic Regression; no. of estima-
tors, max depth, min samples split, min samples leaf for Random Forests; and
activation, hidden layer size, number of layers for Neural Network. Naive Bayes
algorithm does not have any hyper-parameters.

At the end of the pruning process as mentioned in section 3.2.4, among all
base-learner functions in the member set, VGG-16, ResNet-50, DenseNet-169
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Study Accuracy Kappa Score Precision Recall F-1 Score

Pruned Naive 98.67 0.98
C 100 100 100
N 98 98 98
P 98 98 98

Wang & Wong 93.34 0.9
C 98.91 91 94.79026907
N 90.47 95 92.67967865
P 91.26 94 92.60973767

Oh, Park & Ye 88.9 -
C 76.9 100 86.94177501
N 95.7 90 92.76252019
P 90.3 93 91.63011457

Khan, Shah & Bhat 90.21 0.83
C 97 89 92.82795699
N 92 85 88.36158192
P 87 95 90.82417582

Ozturk et al. 87.022 0.776
C 80.702 97.872 88.46154697
N 89.635 86.642 88.11309099
P 85.714 85.366 85.53964606

Table 11 Comparative evaluation of the proposed framework with other studies, where
C,N and P are COVID-19, Normal and Pneumonia respectively.

Fig. 6 The final confusion matrix obtained on test set, with X-axis representing the actual
class labels and Y-axis representing the predicted class labels from the final pruned ensemble
model.

and DenseNet-121 together show the best performance. The removal of one
base learner resulted in improved overall performance. This improved perfor-
mance can be attributed to the model negatively affecting the final output
generated by the meta learner. The results obtained from table 11 show that
the above mentioned set of base-learners along with Naive Bayes as the meta-
learner performs best in the classification task with an overall accuracy of
98.67%, average precision of 98.67%, average recall of 98.67%, average F1
score of 98.67% and a kappa score of 0.98. The ROC curve and confusion ma-
trix for the best performing model are shown in Fig.7 and Fig.6 respectively.
The Grad-CAM visualisation by four final base-learners for COVID-19 sample
has been shown in Fig.8.
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Fig. 7 Receiver operating characteristic curve for the final pruned ensemble model.

Fig. 8 COVID-19 Grad-CAM visualization for the base learners used in the final model.
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4.8 GANs

Given the recent promise that adversarial networks have shown, various GAN
models have been explored to generate COVID-19 chest X-Ray samples. Wasser-
stein GAN with Gradiant Penalty, Auxiliary Classifier GAN, Least Square
GAN and Deep Convolution GAN have been trained and images generated
using each of these methods are shown in Fig 9 [22,53,47,59]. Clearly, WGAN
with gradient penalty is able to generate images of extremely high quality.
The input and output images generated are 128x128. The standard param-
eters have been used for training the WGAN with λ = 10, ncritic = 5, α
=0.0001, β1 = 0, β2 = 0.9 [22], adam optimizer with learning rate of 0.0002,
a latent vector of 100 dimensions and a batch size of 64 has been used [22].

Fig. 9 Images Generated by various GAN Models. The models explored include Wasser-
stein GAN (WGAN), Least Squares GAN (LSGAN), Auxiliary Classifier GAN (ACGAN),
and Deep Convolution GAN. The synthetic images generated using WGAN are extremely
realistic.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

In a pandemic situation such as COVID-19, rapid triaging of patients is critical
to contain the spread. The commonly used RT-PCR nucleic acid-based test,
although extremely useful, is time-consuming, expensive and in short supply,
especially in low resource settings. In order to address these shortcomings, we
have proposed an artificial intelligence based solution to help triage COVID-19
patients faster and eliminate the scope of human error. The final model deploys
VGG–16, ResNet-50, DenseNet-121 and DenseNet-169 as base learners along
with a Naive Bayes meta-learner in a pruned ensemble learning framework. The
proposed model demonstrates state of the art results, with 98.67% accuracy,
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0.98 Kappa score, and F-1 scores of 100, 98, and 98 for COVID-19, Normal,
and Pneumonia classes respectively.

The experiments in this study evaluate the effectiveness of different train-
ing methods such as weight initialization, training class distribution, prepro-
cessing, segmentation and ensemble learning. We have used the latest pub-
licly available datasets with regards to COVID-19 and compared the proposed
model with the results of recent papers using similar datasets as summarised
in table 11. The proposed diagnosis model outperforms all existing methods
and we assume that, with the increased size of the training data set, we can
produce even better results. This research not only concentrated on overall
accuracy, but also illustrated the generalizability of the proposed model to
different classes by carefully analyzing precision and recall measures on each
class during various hypothesis testing stages as outlined in the results of the
experiment.

In order to validate the proposed framework with regard to interpretabil-
ity, Grad-CAM visualization has been performed. Public availability of data
for COVID-19 cases have been minimal, which has hindered fast progress of
research studies. To address this issue, we have deployed multiple Generative
Adversarial Networks and qualitatively evaluated these samples through visual
inspection. Availability of sufficient public data can pave the path for succeed-
ing studies to exploit these observations and explore greater effectiveness of
generative models in such a setting. Nonetheless, we strongly believe that this
work can be successfully implemented for a low-cost, quick, and automatic
COVID-19 disease diagnosis.

Most classification tasks assume equal costs of false negatives and false
positives. However, in medical image classification problems such as this, false
negative error rate is far more expensive than false positive error rate since
failure of diagnosis of a disease such as COVID-19 can not only endanger
the patient’s life but also promote further community spread. The obtained
results clearly underwrite the ability of the proposed model in successfully
removing all false negatives and false positives for detecting COVID-19. This
can be attributed to manual segmentation of some of the COVID-19 chest
X-Rays highlighting the importance of collaboration between AI and medical
community.

The proposed model does have some limitations. One major limitation of
this study is the small sample size. Despite the promising results of using
the AI model to screen patients with COVID-19, further data collection is
required to test the generalisability of the AI model to other patient popula-
tions. Collaborative effort in data collection may facilitate improving the AI
model. Further studies should explore combining X-Ray imaging and clinical
information and confirmation in hospital settings.

Precise diagnosis of any disease especially in radiology can be challenging
even to expert radiologists owing to the minute details in chest X-Ray images
that can easily go unnoticed. While this model is able to efficiently pick up
the necessary details for diagnosis, it is also reducing monotonous procedural
elements such as examining chest X-Ray images thus, allowing doctors to focus
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on more demanding tasks. In conclusion, these results illustrate the potential
role for a highly accurate AI algorithm for the rapid identification of COVID-
19 patients, which could be helpful in combating the current disease outbreak.
We believe the AI model proposed could be a useful screening tool to quickly
diagnose infectious diseases such as COVID-19 that does not require radiologist
input or physical tests.
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Figures

Figure 1

Number of COVID-19 cases reported worldwide, as per WHO (21July202). These numbers are divided
according to WHO regions [19].

Figure 2

Graphical Abstract: The proposed pipeline works as follows: The input images (chest X-Rays) are passed
through preprocessing stage followed by segmentation. These images are then fed simultaneously into
multiple base learners to generate class probabilities which are then passed into the meta learner to
predict  nal class labels belonging to one of three classes: COVID-19 (C), Normal (N) and Pneumonia (P).



Figure 3

Sample images of COVID-19 pre and post CLAHE along with histogram.

Figure 4

Sample images of COVID-19, Normal and Pneumonia classes at various stages through the proposed
pipeline.



Figure 5

General GAN Architecture. The real images and synthetic images generated using the Generator and fed
into the discriminator. Using the WGAN-GP loss function backpropagation is done to improve both the
networks.

Figure 6

The  nal confusion matrix obtained on test set, with X-axis representing the actual class labels and Y-axis
representing the predicted class labels from the  nal pruned ensemble model.



Figure 7

Receiver operating characteristic curve for the  nal pruned ensemble model.

Figure 8

COVID-19 Grad-CAM visualization for the base learners used in the  nal model.

Figure 9

Images Generated by various GAN Models. The models explored include Wasserstein GAN (WGAN), Least
Squares GAN (LSGAN), Auxiliary Classi er GAN (ACGAN), and Deep Convolution GAN. The synthetic
images generated using WGAN are extremely realistic.
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